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David
Makhura
delivers
last SOPA

Minister responds
to students’
demands

David Makhura gave his last SOPA speech as premier at the Alberton Civic Centre
Desmond Mathebula

D

avid Makhura delivered
his last SOPA speech as
premier at the Alberton
Civic Centre. In the past five years
of Makhura’s administration in the
provincial legislature, Gauteng
has attracted R199 billion in foreign direct investment into the
economy which has created over
30,000 jobs.
Makhura said he was confident
that the province has done well in
terms of service delivery, jobs creation and uplifting the economy,
regardless of the population growing rapidly from 7.8m in 1996 to
14.7m currently.
According to Makhura, Gauteng
has become the best performing
province with grade 12 results. He
highlighted that 8 out of the 10
best performing districts in the
country are in Gauteng. Makhura
stated his support for President

Cyril Ramaphosa’s early childhood development (ECD) project
mentioned in the State of the Nation Address.
“The built environment of Gauteng has changed profoundly as a
result of huge investments in social and economic infrastructure.
We built new schools, new houses,
new libraries, new hospitals and
clinics, new social amenities, new
police stations, new roads and
many other public transport infrastructure that didn’t exist in 1994.”
The premier has emphasised the
revitalisation of the economy in
townships. He said the majority of
people in the province lived in
townships and they must also play
a part in growing the country’s
economy.
Makhura has also used his Sopa
to assure citizens that government
is committed to cracking down on

corruption and holding those responsible for the Life Esidimeni
tragedy accountable.
The premier announced a process to review all government contracts with Bosasa following
shocking revelations of corruption
at the Zondo commission.
“The allegations coming from
the Zondo commission of inquiry
are too serious to be ignored.” Said
the Premier.
Makhura has also assured the
families of the victims of the Life
Esidimeni tragedy that they will
all be compensated, adding that
implicated officials will be dealt
with.
“I call on all the voters of our
province to come out on the 8th
May to exercise their hard-won
right to vote and vote for a party of
their choice,” Makhura concluded.

J

oburg City Theatres and the
industry at large mourns the
passing
of
Nondumiso
Sithole, who was the Community
& Youth Development Manager
for Joburg Theatre.
She passed on Friday, 15 February at Milpark Hospital in Johannesburg. Nondumiso had over 9
years’ experience in the performing arts sector including working
as a freelance arts administrator
and was a catalyst and advocate
for youth development in the
industry.
RIP from
She truthfully described
herself as being helpful by Gauteng News
nature and passion driven
Staff
with the ability to see the
world a little bit differently
and able to get buy-in from her at Zethu Arts cc – Mamelodi
associates.
Rondavel campus, Project ManPrior to joining Joburg Theatre ager, Sibojama Theatre Pty Ltd
in December 2015, she served as – Arts Alive Theatre programme,
Marketing Manager at Rood- Project Coordinator, Free at Last
epoort Theatre in 2014. As the Productions – Zimnandi IzinCommunity & Youth Develop- ganekwane, Project Administrament Manager she managed tor, The Market Theatre Foundaschool programmes, Youth Festi- tion and a Publicity Intern for the
vals and Education programmes Performing Arts Center of the
aimed at development of the per- Free State (PACOFS).
forming arts.
The management and colHer career highlights include leagues at Joburg City Theatre
being Project Manager for Arts send heartfelt condolences to her
Alive office, Content Researcher, family and friends.

#RIPNondumiso
Her memorial service was held
at Joburg Theatre on Tuesday, 19
February 2019 at 18h00. Her burial will take place in Herschel,

Eastern Cape on 2 March 2019,
time is to be confirmed by her
family.

Desmond Mathebula
JOHANNESBURG - The Higher
Education Department says it’s
implemented the student housing
infrastructure programme, which
will provide 200,000 student beds
for universities and 100,000 beds
for the Technical and Vocational
Education and Training (TVET)
colleges over a period of 10 years.
Since the beginning of registrations earlier this month, student
protests have erupted in universities around the country, stating
grievances such as student accommodation as well as free education. Students later said that the
Minister did not take their grievances seriously.
Minister Naledi Pandor was responding to demands made the
South African Union of Students,
which has been leading the current
shut down of campuses.

“The government has
allocated
R4.1 billion for
student housing”
“I would like to correct the misunderstanding that I do not take
seriously the matters that students
have raised with me. That is not
the case,” Pandor told News24.
At colleges, the current full cost
of studying is about R50 000 a
year. R10 000 for registration and
tuition fees and R40 000 for allowances. This year, government is
providing R30.8bn in grants to
support over 750 000 young people in post-secondary education.
The Minister then said that her
Department was working hard to
resolve the current student accommodation crisis at universities.
“Addressing student accommodation is a priority of government
through support from the Infrastructure and Efficiency Grant
(IEG) for student accommodation
and other infrastructure projects,”
concluded Pandor.
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Education advocacy pageant to assist students
Swimwear is not included...
Mateboho Mkwenyana

E

ntries for the second annual Ms Tertiary SA are
now open, giving female
students a chance to compete for a
scholarships.
Lungako Magida, who is the
founder of the national pageant,
which has a focus on academic
achievements instead of beauty,
said Ms Tertiary SA was an education advocacy pageant aimed at
bridging the financial struggles of
students by disbursing scholarships to the winners.
“The pageant is a response to
the #FeesMustFall movement
which highlighted the growing
number of financially excluded
students in tertiary institutions
across the country,” Magida said.
She said not only did the pageant contribute to educating winners, but also assisted participants
in getting workplace-ready.
“We are rolling out an initiative
that will empower a larger number of students nationwide with
workshops that will focus on soft
skills such as monetising the digital space, as well as equipping
them with skills such as putting

together professional CVs and
cover letters and how to handle interviews, a work space image and
behaviour and such,” she said.
There were many things that set
Ms Tertiary SA apart from other
pageants, including it being open
to both single and married women,
she said.
“The pageant is open to single,
previously/currently married female students with or without children, aged between 18 and 35, in
all legally registered public and
private universities and colleges
nationwide. Swimwear is not included,” said Magida.
In addition to a scholarship, the
winner stands to win prizes worth
more than R250,000.
The first princess will walk away
with a scholarship and R15,000
cash and the second princess with
a scholarship and R10,000.
The winner will have the responsibility of hosting young women
empowerment seminars, raising
funds for a charitable cause of her
choice and contributing to it.
Download entry forms at www.
mstertiarysa.com.
Applications
close on March 15 2019.

Well done
to our Heros

Mateboho Mkwenyana

W

ith the heavy floods
that were taking place
in Gauteng the city of
Ekurhuleni had its hand tight.
Thanks to all the members of the
D shift Brakpan fire station personnel who bravely rescued a taxi
driver who got stuck in the water
logged subway at the Stoffberg
subway bridge.
We salute fire fighter Madigage,
fire fighter msibi and the D shift
Brakpan fire station personnel for
responding to the scene on time
and completing the incident with
no fatalities.
Thank you for your bravery and
serving selfless with dedication.
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Operation ‘O kae Molao’
PRETORIA - Twenty-six people
were arrested during a police operation in Tshwane over the weekend. Operation O kae Molao lead
to the arrest of suspects for various
crimes like drug dealing, driving
vehicles that are not road worthy,
operating illegal liquor outlets and
among others entering South Africa illegally.
The operation started on Friday
focusing on Pretoria West, Atteridgeville and Pretoria Central.
According to Gauteng community
safety MEC Sizakele Nkosi-

Malobane. Six drivers were arrested for drunken driving, leading to
the issuing of fines value of R6
750.
Seven undocumented foreign
nationals were also arrested when
police raided a building. Three liquor outlets were closed for bylaw
non-compliance.
The operation was conducted by
SAPS, Tshwane metro police,
Gauteng traffic police, and Department of Home Affairs, SARS, Icasa along other authorities.
Nkosi-Malobane said the Sunny-

Residents cry
over Chiawelo
roads
“The sad reality that a motorist could easily try
to dodge a pothole and hit a school child...”
Desmond Mathebula

O

ne of the many frustrations motorists
face on Chiawelo
roads is the danger of potholes.
Potholes are commonplace
throughout SA and are often
the cause of hefty repair bills.
Not only can hitting one seriously damage your vehicle
but they can lead to deadly
crashes. Sadly, as is the case
with most service delivery issues, local governments are
often slow in remedying the
situation.
Jabulani Sitole a resident
from Chiawelo told Gauteng
newspaper his daily problem
that he encouters when traveling on the roads of Chiawelo.
The other day I took a drive
around Chiawelo and in all
honesty I was disturbed by
the number of potholes there
are in the area, some of which
don’t even deserve to be
called potholes any more –
they are literally trenches,
based on their depth and size.
“said Sitole
The holes on Chiawelo
roads are particularly bad. I
drive on that road every day,
and there are many school
children who walk to school
in the mornings along that
road, while many motorists
drive to work.
The sad reality that a motorist could easily try to
dodge a pothole and hit a
school child by mistake

proves the high level of negligence and lack of care that
the local municipality has towards the safety of not only
the children of chiawelo,
whom we are supposed to
nurture and protect as our
beacons of hope, but also
shows the blatant disregard
for the owners of vehicles
that reside in Chiawelo.
These are the people who
suffer tremendously in terms
of burst tyres, accidents and
wheel alignment issues due
to the existing potholes.
Tsakane Baloyi also a resident told Gauteng that “You
can’t even see them. Some of
the potholes from Graskop
are being fixed‚ but my worry is that I saw shovels and
wheelbarrows used as if they
are digging a toilet pit. Then
you ask yourself that as the
contractor fixing that road using such [materials]‚ is he
even going to use proper material or three months later
[are] we going [to] be back to
square one?”
The majority of potholes
form when water penetrates
the asphalt due to the cracking of the road’s asphalt surfacing; when roads have to
carry higher volumes of traffic than they were originally
designed to carry; or when
routine maintenance has not
taken place due to funding
availability. Grey water discharge onto roads and other
sources of water such as natural underground springs are
also contributing factors.

them being SIC popularly known
as ‘White House’. Eleven wanted
suspects were arrested during the
raid by a team of detectives,” Nkosi-Malobane said.

Highlights:
l
l
l
l

Fines value - R6 750
7 undocumented
Liquor outlets closed
11 Wanted suspects arrested

side leg of the operation was from
20:00 on Friday until 04:00 on
Saturday morning. It was aimed at
addressing residents’ concerns
about mushrooming liquor outlets,
drunken driving, contact- and
property-related crimes and bylaw

MEC Sizakele Nkosi-Malobane.

enforcement.
“The roadblock resulted in 818
people being searched and 85 motor vehicles were searched. Fifteen
liquor outlets were searched among

The operation was
conducted by SAPS,
Tshwane metro police,
Gauteng traffic police,
and Department of
Home Affairs, SARS,
Icasa along other
authorities.
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WANTED

Social network
suspect wanted
for rape
Police are requesting the assistance of the community to help
them with information that will
lead to the arrest of a suspect
known as Tshepo wanted for rape.
It is alleged that the suspect
raped a 27-year old female in his
car in an unknown secluded place
on the 01st of January 2019 at
17:00hrs. Th victim came to know
a suspect through social networks.
It was the first time physically seeing a suspect. He came to her place
at Rosettenville driving a gold Hilux Bakkie double cap. He took
her and said he want to talk with
her. He threatened a victim with a
firearm before he raped her. After
he finished he took her back to her
place.
Police are appealing to the community; anyone with information
of the whereabouts of a suspect
appearing in this photo to contact
Johannesburg Family Violence,
Child protection and Sexual Offences detectives Sergeant Mpho
Maphoto in this number
079-166-3130.

T

CRIME WATCH

Friend nabbed
for murder
Johannesburg Central Police arrested a 29-year old male for
murder at corner Lillian Ngoyi
and Main Street on the 17th of
February 2019.
It is alleged that the suspect
stabbed his friend, a 48-year old
male once in the upper body at
the above mentioned streets.
Paramedics certified him dead
on the scene. The motive for the
murder is not yet known. The
Knife used in the commission
of a crime was recovered.
Investigation is under way
and suspect will appear soon in
the Johannesburg Magistrate
Court.
Meanwhile;
Johannesburg Central Police
arrested a 30-year old male for
attempted murder at corner End
and Marshall Street on the 17th
of February 2019.
It is alleged that the suspect
stabbed a 33-year old male
once in the upper body at the
above mentioned streets. The
victim was taken to hospital by
an ambulance. The motive for
the attempted murder is not yet
known. The knife used in the
commission of a crime was recovered.
Investigation is underway and
suspect will appear soon in the
Johannesburg Magistrate Court.

SAPS warns shoppers
PRETORIA –The South African
Police Service (SAPS) Brooklyn
wants to warn shoppers not to fall
for deals that sound too good to be
true. This after shoppers were
cheated by conmen at a shopping
center in the east of Pretoria.
Last week a 40-year-old woman
reported a case at the police station
for further investigation. She described how she was approached
by an unknown man inside Menlyn Park Shopping Centre. He introduced himself as an employee
of one of the big chain stores inside the mall.
The so-called salesman enquired
whether she needed any household
items of which he can help her to

Security guard and a bystander shot
Police arrested seven alleged cash-in-transit robbers after high speed
chase that ended with a shootout on Friday morning at Lombardy East. The
police seized three R5s rifles, one AK-47, one 9mm pistol with live ammunition and four vehicles.
A security guard and a bystander were shot and wounded when the incident unfolded.
Residents of Lombardy East says the incident has left them traumatised.
According to police spokesperson Brigadier Mathapelo Peters, the seven
people took an undisclosed amount of cash from an unmarked Toyota Hilux SUV belonging to a private cash-in-transit company based at Sebenza.
A Mercedes Benz was also recovered at Sebenza, which is believed to have
been used in the robbery. The Mercedes Benz was confirmed to be a stolen
vehicle in Pretoria Central. Recently appointed Gauteng police commissioner, Lieutenant General Elias Mawela, commended all the teams that
were part of the intelligence-driven operation which led to the arrest of the
suspects.

Spate of business robberies in Benoni CBD, Actonville,
Watville and Daveyton - Eleven suspect nabbed
he EMPD tracing unit
members acted swiftly
after receiving information about a gang that has been in
the recent past weeks responsible
for a spate of business robberies
in BENONI. Ten male suspects
and one female are in police custody. Three handguns with ammunition, an explosive mortar
and various items of goods suspected to have been during the
robberies were recovered. The tip
off was received on the early
morning of Tuesday, 19 Febru-

23 February - 1 March 2019

ary. The arrest were effected
around 9am. One suspect was
cornered in daveyton, three in
watville, two in Etwatwa and five
in Benoni. The suspect was apprehended at a house in Etwatwa
and led to another house in Wattville where upon three unlicensed
handgun, ammunition, a mortar,
sixteen cellphones and various
goods and cigarettes were found.
Most of the suspects were identified via a video footage from a
business where they committed
robberies.

They are expected to appear in
the Benoni Magistrates court
soon.

buy it at a very special price. He
showed her the store’s catalogue
and offered R5 000-00 discount on
a washing machine.
A second person joined them
who allegedly was also interested
in the sale items. The woman contacted her husband to join them.
Eventually the couple was convinced to buy a TV, washing machine and a play station.
All of them went to a restaurant
where a third person delivered the
items that the second client ordered in a plastic bag. He was also
handed back his cellphone on
which airtime and data were loaded. The airtime and data were apparently part of the special.
The couple paid R3 000-00 and
handed the woman’s cellphone to
the so-called salesman to load the
airtime and data. The couple only
realized after some time that they
were conned. They realized that

all three men worked together and
that they are not going to return
with the promised items and the
woman’s cellphone.
In a similar incident a 46-yearold woman was conned over the
weekend. She was approached by
an unknown person inside one of
the chain stores also in Menlyn
Park Shopping Center. The person
told her that they can help her to
buy at staff prices. She had to
leave her handbag and other belongings with them and follow
them to other clothing stores. Later on they threatened her and she
gave them her pin code for her
bank account. They disappeared
with all her belongings.
Brooklyn SAPS investigates a
fraud case and a common robbery
case. No arrests were made yet.
These incidents are not limited to
one shopping center and it occur
all over in the Brooklyn policing
precinct.
Likewise online shoppers are
conned after paying either the
whole amount or a deposit for ordered items. When the shoppers
start to enquire about the delivery
of the ordered items, they discovered that the webpage and email
addresses are no longer in existence.
Communities are once again
urged to report any suspicious
persons, vehicles (especially
ones without number plates) or
circumstances to the police
immediately by phoning the
10111 emergency-number.
Information with regards to
crime can be given to the police
anonymously by phoning 08600
10111 or by sending an SMS to
32211, Captain C Weilbach
concuded.
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Help for small businesses
Soweto Gospel Choir
wins third Grammy

Soweto Gospel Choir pose with their award at the 61st Annual GRAMMY
Awards Premiere Ceremony at Microsoft Theater on February 10, 2019 in
Los Angeles, California.

Desmond Mathebula

T

he Soweto Gospel Choir
won the Best World Music Album Award for its
2018 offering Freedom at the
61st Grammys in Los Angeles
on Sunday.
The South African gospel
group competed in a category
dominated by African musicians
including Bombino (Niger), Fatoumata Diawara (Mali) and
Seun Kuti & Egypt 80 (Nigeria).
The only other non-African
nominee was Psoy Korolenko’s
Yiddish Glory (Russia).
The Grammy was accepted by
‘Freedom’ producer Diniloxolo
Jiyane as well as Soweto Gospel
Choir members Mary Mulovhedzi and Mulalo Mulovhedzi.
The award marks the group’s
fifth nomination and third win at
the Grammys. In 2007, when the
World Award was split into the
Best Traditional World Music
Album and Best Contemporary
World Music Album categories,

the Soweto Gospel Choir won a
Grammy in the former for Blessed, and again a year later for
‘African Spirit’.
Speaking to DRUM Mulalo,
son of the late David Mulovhedzi, who co-founded the group
17-years ago, said this was exactly what his father would have
envisioned for the group. “My
father has always been a community builder and leader, growing up in Chiawelo, our home
was always a home for the community. He had a soccer team
and a clap and tap choir that’s
where the dream started.”
“Congratulations to the Soweto Gospel Choir for being awarded the Best World Music album
for ‘Freedom’ at the #GRAMMYs,” South African President
Cyril Ramaphosa wrote on Twitter. “This is the choir’s third
Grammy award and we thank
them for telling our story to the
world and flying the flag high.”

President Cyril Ramaphosa says government will this year focus on significantly expanding the small business
incubation programme.
The incubation programme provides
budding entrepreneurs with physical
space, infrastructure and shared services, access to specialised knowledge, market linkages, training in the
use of new technologies and access to
finance.
“The incubation programme currently consists of a network of 51 technology business incubators, 10 enterprise supplier development incubators
and 14 rapid youth incubators.
“As part of the expansion of this
programme, township digital hubs
will be established, initially in four
provinces, with more to follow,” said
the President on Thursday night, as he
delivered his second SONA, in Parliament.
The President said it was expected
that the hubs will provide most-needed entrepreneurial service to small and
medium enterprises in the rural areas
and townships - but more especially to
young people who want to start their

businesses.
The specific focus on the small business incubation programme was due
to the role small businesses play in
stimulating economic activity and employment and in advancing broadbased empowerment.
“Our greatest challenge is to create
jobs for the unemployed of today,
while preparing workers for the jobs
of tomorrow,” he said.
“We have come up with great plans,
platforms and initiatives through
which we continue to draw young
people in far greater numbers into productive economic activity through initiatives like the Employment Tax Incentive.
“This incentive will be extended for
another 10 years,” said President
Ramaphosa.
Government also launched the
Youth Employment Service, which is
placing unemployed youth in paid internships in companies across the
economy.
The President called on all companies, both big and small, to participate
in this initiative and thereby contribute

Fruits and
vegetables
improve your
mental
well-being
YOU NEED HEALTHY food for
your body, but you also need healthy
food for your mind. Scientists from
the universities of York and Leeds analysed data from more than 40,000
people in the UK and found that consuming more fruit and vegetables can
improve your mental well-being. Interestingly, while eating better is good
for you in the long run, it can improve
your mental well-being quite quickly.
Scientists followed participants for
quite some time, monitoring their dietary habits as well as their mental
well-being. Researchers also paid attention to such factors as age, education, income, marital status, employment status, lifestyle and health. Then
it was just a matter of putting the
numbers together to reveal the overall
picture. It turns out that it is possible
to

‟

just one extra portion of
fruits and vegetables a day
already brings tremendous
benefits, equivalent to
around eight extra days of
walking a month
link a higher consumption of fruit
and vegetables to people’s mental
well-being. But how much green food
you’re supposed to eat to feel the effects?
Well, scientists have a very specific
answer – just one extra portion of
fruits and vegetables a day already
brings tremendous benefits, equivalent to around eight extra days of

not only to building their business but
also to building the economy and fostering social cohesion.
“Progress is being made in the areas
of installation, repair and maintenance
jobs, digital and tech jobs like coding
and data analytics, as well as global
business services.
“These enable us to absorb more
youth – especially those exiting
schools and colleges, and those not in
any education, training or employment – into productive economic activity and further work opportunities,”
he said.
Government will also intensify the
“buy South Africa” programme.
“..We will pursue measures to increase local demand through, among
other things, increasing the proportion
of local goods and services procured
both by government and the private
sector.”
He said increasing local demand,
and reducing the consumption of imports, is important, because it increases the opportunities for producers
within South Africa to serve a growing
market.

First private
cardiac clinic to
open in Soweto

walking a month. Dr Neel Ocean, one
of the authors of the study, said:
“While further work is needed to
demonstrate cause and effect, the results are clear: people who do eat
more fruit and vegetables report a
higher level of mental well-being and
life satisfaction than those who eat
less”.
UK’s scientists are not the first ones
to reveal this correlation – researchers
in Australia and New Zealand already
wrote about the relationship between
food and mental well-being, but on a
much smaller scale.
Psychological benefits of a diet rich
in fruits and vegetables are pretty hard
to dispute at this point.
And it sort of makes sense – fruits
make us happy. They taste great, they
are refreshing and they are healthy.
Living in a natural setting we would

be eating much more fruit than we
currently do.
But what practical implications
such studies have? Scientists say that
doctors should be aware of these effects. Seeing poor condition of mental
well-being, they should encourage the
patient to eat more fruits and vegetables.
People themselves should be more
concerned with including these natural products to their daily diet – they
will be happier this way.
Interestingly, scientists don’t know
for sure why fruits and vegetables
have this effect. But we need them
anyway.
They provide us vitamins, fibre and
some sugar. It is a good snack, which
will keep your waist lean and your
smile – wide.

The Gauteng Health Department has granted the Clinix
Health Group a license to operate a cardiac services facility at
the Dr SK Matseke Memorial
Hospital in Diepkloof, Soweto.
The lead cardiologist at the
health group, Doctor Martin
Mpe, stated this will be the first
private facility in the township
and the proximity to people will
ensure the success of the venture.
Dr Mpe said the facilities
would be more affordable for
people who are able to pay privately for care.
Emergency cases would be
treated until they are stable
enough to move to tertiary public institutions.
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Selby bridge repairs to severely affect traffic

J

ohannesburg motorists will
have to choose alternative
routes as the M2 motorway
between Crown Interchange and
Maritzburg Street will be totally
closed to allow for bridge rehabilitation.
On Monday, the City of Johannesburg announced that the rehabilitation of Selby bridge will
come into effect from Thursday,
28 February, at 6 am and will remain in force up until the end of
October 2019.
Parts of the bridge were temporarily closed last year in order to
have the bridge rehabilitated.
However, inspections have revealed that the structural integrity
of the concrete elements is severely reduced, the city said.
“The Johannesburg Roads
Agency, which manages the city’s
902 bridges, realised that parts of
the support structure have moved,
negatively affecting the structural
stability of some bridges on the
M2 motorway.
“The safety of Selby bridge cannot be guaranteed for continuous
use by motorists and thus the decision for a closure of the M2 between Crown Interchange and
Maritzburg Street is necessary,”
the city explained.
Built in the 1960s, many city
bridges are now near the end of
their design lifespan, requiring urgent reconstruction and rehabilita-

tion. Thirty-seven bridges were reported to have collapsed during
the 2013 rainy seasons alone.
A specialist appointed by the Johannesburg Roads Agency (JRA)
completed detailed assessments of
the affected sections of the bridges. The overall acceptable condition for bridges in a ‘very good’
and ‘good’ condition should be a
minimum of 80%. However, currently, 5.77% of city bridges are in
this acceptable condition, while a
total of 78.38% bridges are in a
poor condition.
While repairs are underway, the
city has appealed to motorists and

residents to be patient as traffic
will gridlock.
Detours for motorists during the
period of closure will be as follows:
· The M2 eastbound will be
closed between Crown Interchange
and
Heidelberg
Road.
· No traffic will be allowed to
travel eastbound past the Village Road off-ramp at Crown
Interchange.
· Traffic will be allowed to
enter the M2 westbound at
West Street travelling towards
Main Reef Road and the M1

Ekurhuleni working
together with VANSA
to empower artlovers
“artists should not continue to die poor”

southbound.
· No access to the M1 northbound from the M2.
- Heidelberg interchange
· Traffic will be allowed to
enter the M2 eastbound at
Heidelberg Road on-ramp or
Maritzburg
Street
onramp.
·
The M2 westbound will
further be closed between
Maritzburg Street off-ramp
and Crown Interchange.
·
No traffic will be allowed to travel westbound
passed
Maritzburg
offramp.

Mateboho Mkwenyana

T

he visual arts network of south africa
workshop is to develop industry practices that will support healthy and ethical relationships and transactions between
practitioners in the industry.
Art enthusiast networking at the visual arts
professional practice workshop held in partnership with the #CoE and the visual arts in
South Africa (VANSA) to learn about art as a
business and spark conversation about the relationship between visual arts, digital music,

The following on-ramps will
be closed:
1. Main Reef Road on-ramp
onto the M2 eastbound.
2. M1 approaching from the
south, ramp onto the M2 eastbound.
3. M1 approaching from the
north, ramp onto the M2 eastbound.
4. Simmonds Street on-ramp
onto the M2 eastbound.
5. Eloff Street on-ramp onto
the M2 eastbound.
6. Heidelberg Road on-ramp
onto the M2 westbound from
the south and the north.
7. Heidelberg Road on-ramp
onto the M2 eastbound from
the north.
8. Wemmer Pan Road onramp onto the M2 westbound.
9. Eloff Street on-ramp onto
the M2 westbound.
10.
Booysens Road onramp onto the M2 westbound.
11.
M2 on-ramp onto the
M1 travelling north.
The following access points will
be available to and from the M2:
1. Village Road off-ramp.
2. Heidelberg Road northern
on-ramp onto the M2 eastbound.
3. Maritzburg Street off-ramp.
4. West Street on-ramp onto the
M2 travelling west towards Main
Reef or south towards Soweto.

collaborative energy that is happening in the
City of Ekurhuleni
Katlego Taunyane VANSA network programmes manager hosted a workshop at
Springs Art Gallery in Ekurhuleni, he says
“artists should not continue to die poor, artist
should become business minded, they should
be able to read through their contacts before
signing. Think outside the box. Approach hotels and hospitals to sell your art pieces, asses
the market and price your pieces right , consider the time spent and material used to produce your piece”

23 February - 1 March 2019
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EFF demands SAPS services for Drieziek 10 community
... they demand to know, why the police patrol sector is not assigned to our community?

Police officer receiving the community memorandum

Themba Mndebele

O

n 7th of February, EFF
members from Drieziek
10 invaded Orange Farm
police station to handover their
memorandum to the station commander. It was comprehending detailed grievances that are bother-

ing the community.
The memorandum was delivered
by the EFF Chairperson in Ward
131 Monile Mnisi. “We demand to
know, why the police patrol sector
is not assigned to our community?
We demand to know why our previous memorandum is still not attended to?” Asked Mnisi.

EFF members marching at Orange Farm Police Station

The EFF Chairperson said the
EFF was approached by the community of Ext 10 popularly known
as Tjovitjo few weeks back. “They
requested to collaborate with us,
as they feel that whatever grievances and problems they are facing as a community requires political intervention, alleging that

everything occurring against them
is politically motivated.” Said
Mnisi.
“As their leader ‘Sibonelo
Zuma’ is currently arrested facing
cases of being a South African citizen who demands what is right
for his community and he was denied bail,” Said Mnisi.

“We demand to
know, why the
police patrol
sector is not
assigned to our
community”
He added that the EFF will try to
mobilise and send the memorandum to the SAPS. The residents of
Drieziek 10 accused police officers of victimising them.
The police responded by saying
that they are willing to work with
any community member or community leader. The men in blue
said they are disappointed that
community leaders did not raise
the issue to them before that they
are not satisfied with their services.
“When it comes to Zuma’s cases,
the cases were opened by Eskom
and the culprit who was part of a
criminal act was arrested indeed.
The case continuing in court,”
Concluded Constable Motsapi.
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COURTERSY TO TOYOTA

T

oyota South Africa has
confirmed the recently revealed new Quantum
(known as the HiAce in overseas
markets) van and bus range will
launch locally in the second quarter of 2019, boasting added safety
features, a new engine, improved
comfort and increased specification.
While the Ses’Fikilie minibus
model (based on the outgoing

Quantum) will continue to be be
produced at Toyota’s Prospecton
plant in KwaZulu-Natal for the
foreseeable future, Toyota SA tells
us all new Quantum variants will
be imported.
Locally, the new Quantum will
be available as a three-seat van in
long- and super-long wheelbase
configurations, as well as a sixseat crew cab in long-wheelbase
form. The bus range, meanwhile,

will comprise 11-seater (longwheelbase) and 14-seater (superlong-wheelbase) versions.
In South Africa, the sixth-generation Quantum range will be offered with a solitary engine option:
the 2,8-litre four-cylinder turbodiesel unit also doing duty in the
Hilux bakkie and Fortuner SUV.
In the Quantum, this engine will
be offered exclusively with a sixspeed manual transmission.

Toyota says the bottom edge of
the newcomer’s front door is lower and comes with a wider step for
“easier access”, while larger frontdoor glass and a lower belt line ostensibly improve visibility. Towing capacity, meanwhile, has been
increased to a maximum of 2000
kg on what the firm describes as
“key variants”.
Under the skin, you’ll find newly
developed MacPherson struts up

Parliament
urges South
Africans to
support
Caster
Semenya

T

he Portfolio Committee
on Sport and Recreation
has urged South Africans
to support Ms Caster Semenya,
South Africa’s 800-metres double Olympic champion, in her
bid to appeal a new set of International Association of Athletics
Federations (IAAF) regulations
aimed at lowering the allowed
limits of testosterone in hyperandrogenic athletes.
Committee Chairperson Ms
Beauty Dlulane said the IAAF’s
insistence on changing the regu-

lations will lead to many people
viewing it as a discriminatory
world sporting organisation.
“There has to be justification in
what the IAAF is proposing, because as things stand it appears
they just want to slow Caster
[down]. For as long as Caster has
competed, it has been the IAAF’s
intention to change the regulations in order to disadvantage
her.”
“The IAAF’s actions towards
Caster Semenya and other female athletes in Africa should be

rejected with the contempt they
deserve.”
Ms Dlulane emphasised the
importance of denouncing racism and sexism in sport, particularly when it tries to hide in regulations.
Ms Semenya has lodged an appeal against the new regulations,
which were scheduled to come
into effect in November 2018,
delaying their implementation
until the appeal has been resolved, which is expected on 26
March 2019. Female athletes

with differences of sex development (DSD) will be forced to
medicate to reduce their testosterone levels if the new regulations are implemented.
The portfolio committee called
on the world, including every
South African, to support Ms Semenya during this week’s hearing of the appeal against the regulation. She welcomed the
Department of Sport and Recreation’s high-level team to fight the
case, as well as President Cyril
Ramaphosa message of support.

Motoring
front and new leaf springs at the
rear. Toyota says the shift to a
“semi-bonneted design” enabled it
to implement “significant changes”, including a stiffer frame,
stronger straight-line performance,
and greater stability and manoeuvrability.
Interestingly, a new locally developed Toyota Genuine accessories range will be available from
launch.
The sixth-generation Quantum
range will be offered with a solitary engine on the domestic front
- a 2.8-litre four-cylinder turbocharged diesel.
This will be combined with a
6-speed manual transmission to
promote excellent tractability and
fuel efficiency.
Excellent cargo capacity - a hallmark of every Quantum - has been
maintained at a maximum of 6.2
(LWB) and 9.3 cubic metres
(SLWB) - due to longer wheelbases and clever packaging that increases internal width by 215mm,
and height by 5mm without altering overall exterior width.
Raft of changes
All-new Quantum features a raft
of interior storage space, with
clever packaging to maximise ease
of use and versatility.
LED lighting, console boxes,
flip-up seats and netted seat-back
pockets help create occupant com-

fort whilst up to 16 cup/bottle
holders are provided.
The bottom edge of the front
door is lower and comes with a
wider step for easier access. Larger front-door glass and a lower
beltline improve visibility. Towing
capacity has been expanded to a
maximum 2000kg on key variants,
an improvement of up to 600kg.
Newly developed MacPherson
struts at the front provide excellent
handling and stability, as well as
ride comfort.
In the rear, the new leaf spring
suspension span has been increased by 200mm, extending the
bound stroke by an impressive
30mm for a comfortable ride while
enhancing handling and stability.
Customer use has been a priority
with new locally developed Toyota Genuine accessories available
from launch.
Numerous flat-mount surfaces
and anchor points make it easy to
alter the vehicle for specialised
use. Toyota will also provide a detailed guide to assist bodybuilders.
The full model line-up, specification and pricing will be released
closer to launch timing.
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GDE saddened by learner suicide at Doornpoort Primary School
No words are enough to express our sorrow at a loss of a child”, said MEC Panyaza Lesufi
Mateboho Mkwenyana

T

he Gauteng Department of
Education (GDE) is deeply saddened by an incident
which resulted in a suicide of a
13-year-old Grade 6 girl learner
from Doornpoort Primary School.
The said deceased committed suicide at her home yesterday morning, 18 February 2019.
Preliminary investigation on the
incident suggests that the deceased
learner was allegedly bullied by a
fellow Grade 7 learner, who threatened to distribute video material
depicting the deceased learner naked. The deceased learner reported
the bullying to her Life Science
educator after school on Thursday,
14 February 2019, however the accused learner had already left
school. The following day, 15 Feb-

ruary 2019, the diseased learner
was absent from school, only for
this unfortunate incident to occur
before necessary disciplinary processes unfold. The matter is still
under investigation and necessary
action will be taken against all implicated learners.
The department’s Psychosocial
Unit has been dispatched to the
school, working together with personnel from Sinoville Social
Crime prevention Unit, to
provide counselling and pastoral
care to the family of the deceased,
as well as the school community.
“On behalf of the entire education fraternity in Gauteng, we
would like to extend our deepest
condolences to the family of the
deceased learner. We hope that the
family will find comfort in the
knowledge that we too share their

loss. No words are enough to express our sorrow at a loss of a
child”, said MEC Panyaza Lesufi.
The department has a policy of
zero tolerance to bullying or any
form of misconduct. Anyone
found to be transgressing this poli-

cy is dealt with in line with South
African Schools Act (SASA) code
of conduct, which governs all
schools. Schools are urged to enforce their codes of conduct to deal
with bullying and other disciplinary matters.
Learners depicted on the video
fighting on school premises suspended
Meanwhile, the department condemns fighting by two learners at
Lyttleton Manor School in Centurion. The scuffle between the boy
and girl learners was captured and
circulated on video by fellow
learners.
The incident occurred last week
Friday, 15 February 2019, during
break time. Both parents of the implicated learners were called to the
school to discuss the disciplinary
processes. Preliminary investiga-

tions revealed that it was the girl
learner who instigated the fight by
attacking the boy learner, who retaliated as a result, as seen on the
video. Subsequently, both learners
have since been placed on precautionary suspension since Monday,
18 February 2019, pending the disciplinary hearing on 24 February
2019.
Our Psychosocial team was dispatched to the school for necessary
support to all affected by this incident.
“Ill-discipline will never be allowed to persist in our schooling
environment. We urge all our
learners to refrain from acts of
misconduct in schools; and implore parents to assist the department in instilling learner discipline
in and outside the school environment,” said MEC Panyaza Lesufi.

relax and reduce stress.
I learnt a lot regarding the importance of drinking and saving water. I
am happy and I like to be invited
more to these kind of activities.”
The day saw many people being
exposed to various activities such as
yoga, fun relays, dance fitness and
swimming.
“I’d like to thank the Sport and
Recreation directorate and officials

from the Roosevelt Park Recreation
Centre who offered lessons, staff
from the City of Johannesburg
Health Department and Colgate SA
for screenings conducted; and the
City of Johannesburg Social Department (Food Resilience Unit) for
brightening the event with their
presence,” said Vanessa Montanus,
the City’s Assistant Director of
Sport and Recreation.

Mokoena leads
fat-burning
aerobic session
at Roosevelt Park
Recreation Centre
JOHANNESBURG - Olympic medalist Kgotso “Crocodile” Mokoena
took time off his busy schedule to
lead a fat-burning aerobic session at
Roosevelt Park Recreation Centre in
the City of Joburg’s Region B. The
South African long jump gold specialist and world’s silver medalist at
the 2008 Olympic Games, Mokoena
shared his highs and lows after a
heart-pumping session on Saturday,

16 February 2019. “Through my
long jump career journey, I had exciting successes and harsh downhill.
At times things just didn’t go the
way I expected, but I had to focus on
achieving my dreams, which came
true when I qualified for the Olympic Games,” said a 32-year-old
Mokoena.
Ward Councillor David Hensman,
who delivered the key message of
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#MkhabaMustFall
the day, emphasised the importance of living a healthy lifestyle.
Mme Motshabi from Kathrada Park
in Newclare, who was invited
through the Bosmont Recreation
Centre programme, said: “It is an
important day for me. It helps me to

S

SA unemployment
rate decreases

outh Africa’s unemployment rate has decreased by 0.4 of a percentage point to 27.1%
for the fourth quarter of 2018, Statistics South
Africa announced on Tuesday.
Statistician-General of South Africa Risenga
Maluleke says education plays a critical role in being
absorbed into the labour market.
According to stats SA the industries that recorded
declines in employment were a community and social services, with 51 000 job losses, transport with
30 000, utilities with 22 000 and construction with 21
000. Employment gains were recorded in five of the
nine provinces in the fourth quarter of 2018.
The largest employment increases were recorded in

Gauteng at 86 000, Free State with 33 000 and Western Cape with 26 000.
Between quarter four of 2017 and quarter four of
2018, the percentage of young persons aged 15–24
years, who were not employed, education or training
(NEET) increased by 1.4 percentage points to 31.1%.
The NEET rate was higher for females compared to
that of their male counterparts in both time periods.
Compared to quarter four of 2017, the percentage of
youth aged 15–34 years, who were not in NEET, increased by 0.5% from 38.4% to 38.9% in quarter four
of 2018. This means that four in every ten young females were not in employment, education, or training.
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VHS Academy FC knocked down Nathi Stars FC
Themba Mndebele

A

fter losing 7-4 to Inner
City wounded VHS Academy knocked down Nathi
Stars FC 3-1. This match took
place on 16 February at Chris Hani
Sports Complex, Orange Farm.
This was a huge achievement for
the Academy since Nathi Stars is
one of the best and hard to beat.
After the previous match VHS
head coach Wisani Rebimi made a
promise to his fans that he will pull
up his socks on his next game.
VHS Academy drew first blood in
the first five minutes and after
scoring they tighten up their defence and kept on attacking searching for more goals.
Nathi Stars were under siege for
the rest of the first half and were
forced to play half ground. The
first half ended 1-0 VHS in the
lead. In the second half Nathi Stars
formed 4-4-2 formation which created chances of equalising. Their
plan worked as they managed to
equalise to 1-1 draw. But VHS
were not shaken by the equaliser.
They continued where they left in

All in action between VHS
Academy FC and Nathi Stars FC.

One of the participating teams: Nathi Stars FC
the first half, leading to their second goal and that brought smiles
and happiness to the team.
Their head coach Wisani Rebimi

shared his thoughts about the
match. “On our previous games
my boys didn’t perform well on
the field. But I’m glad I have man-

aged to fix my drawing board as
early as I could. We have played
four games we won two and lost
two,” Said Rebimi. Stars coach

Themba Vilakazi said: “We were
supposed to win this match but we
misused many opportunities. We
have a weak team sheet our players don’t come to the gym every
day. Some players are lacking the
stamina.”

Nkosingiphile Ngcobo gains momentum

N

Nkosingiphile Ngcobo

gcobo enjoyed an impressive tournament in Niger, where Amajita earned a
bronze medal as well as a spot at the
2019 FIFA U-20 World Cup to be hosted in Poland in May. The 19-year-old attacker was also

honoured with a place in CAF’s
Team of the Tournament as the
only South African to make the
cut, proving his worth on the continental scale.
Currently a skipper for the Amakhosi reserve side in the Multichoice Diski Challenge, Ngcobo is
hoping to now ride his wave of
form and join fellow youth graduate Happy Mashiane in the senior
setup.
“It’s motivating and a great feeling to be in the CAF Team of the
Tournament, but it was thanks to
the help I received from my teammates and the coaches,” Ngcobo
said. “I’m looking forward to just

continuing my hard work and staying focussed, and hopefully that
will help me get some first team
minutes [at Chiefs].” The junior
national side came under fire for
their unattractive brand of football
played throughout the tournament,
and the teenager has since defended their tactics as result-driven and
effective rather than expansive.
“I think we had a great tournament as a team and our mission
was to qualify for the World Cup
and get a medal, which we managed to achieve. So, we’re very
happy and excited for what’s to
come,” he explains.

